Research Project Proposal

One page project proposal, with name, title, abstract and reference list should be handed in for comments and feedback.

When and What to Submit?

Please submit the proposal at Illinois Compass-2G before Sunday night (11:59pm CST) at the end of the 4th week. If you submit after that and before 11:59pm CST Monday, it will be marked as "late". If you submit after that, it will be marked as "missed".

Your survey and research project are encouraged to be relevant. Please submit two proposals to discuss your plan for your survey and research project, respectively.

For group survey or research project, please submit only one copy and the other student submit one page containing one sentence: The full research or survey proposal is submitted by whom (with names and netid made explicit).

Content of the Proposal:

- Title
- Your name (including the names of all the participating students)
- Abstract (What topics are you going to survey and work on? Why do you want to survey and work on that topic? What results are you expected to get?)
- Reference List (What papers are you going to read on this topic?)